Free-viewpoint video (FVV) systems allow the viewers to freely change the viewpoints of the scene. In such systems, view synthesis and compression are the two main sources of artifacts influencing the perceived quality. To assess this influence, quality evaluation studies are often carried out using conventional displays and generating predefined navigation trajectories mimicking the possible movement of the viewers when exploring the content. Nevertheless, as different trajectories may lead to different conclusions in terms of visual quality when benchmarking the performance of the systems, methods to identify critical trajectories are needed. This paper aims at exploring the impact of exploration trajectories [defined as hypothetical rendering trajectories (HRT)] on the perceived quality of FVV subjectively and objectively, providing two main contributions. First, a subjective assessment test including different HRTs was carried out and analyzed. The results demonstrate and quantify the influence of HRT in the perceived quality. Second, we propose a new full-reference objective video quality assessment measure to objectively predict the impact of HRT. This measure, based on sketch-token representation, models how the categories of the contours change spatially and temporally from a higher semantic level. Performance in comparison with existing quality metrics for the FVV highlight promising results for the automatic detection of most critical HRTs for the benchmark of immersive systems.
Prediction of the Influence of Navigation Scan-Path on Perceived Quality of Free-Viewpoint Videos have become the novel hot topic in the multimedia field. In this sense, systems based on Free-Viewpoint Video (FVV) content, such as FTV [1] , allow the users to immerse themselves into a scene by freely switching the viewpoints as they do in the real world. FTV enables Super Multi-View (SMV) and Free Navigation (FN) applications. On one hand, for SMV, a horizontal set of more than 80 views (linearly or angularly arranged) is needed to provide users a 3D viewing experience with wide-viewing horizontal parallax, and smooth transition between adjacent views [2] . On the other hand, for FN, only a limited set of input views is required, coming from sparse camera arrangements in large baseline setup conditions. In both cases, to deal with such a huge amount of data for delivery and storage, efficient compression techniques are essential, together with robust view-synthesis algorithms, such as Depth-Image-Based Rendering (DIBR) technology, which allows reconstructing the FVV content from a limited set of input views. These processes, as any other within the whole multimedia processing chain, can introduce effects that may influence the Quality of Experience (QoE) perceived by the end users. Thus, quality evaluation becomes essential for a successful development of the technology guaranteeing a satisfactory user experience. On one side, subjective assessment tests may help to understand the users' experience with FVV, while on the other side, objective Video Quality Metrics (VQM) may estimate the perceived quality by the users. In this sense, several aspects should be addressed, especially in comparison with other multimedia technologies that do not offer the possibility of exploring the content as desired by the user.
A. Importance and Difficulties of Video Quality Assessment in FVV
made visible later in the generated ones. Techniques to recover disoccluded regions often introduce geometric distortion and ghosting artifacts. These synthesized-related artifacts are different in nature to compression artifacts, since they mostly appear locally along the disoccluded areas, while compression artifacts are usually spread over the entire video. In addition, view-synthesis artifacts increase with the baseline distance (i.e., number of synthesized views between two real views) until a point which they may be dominant over compression artifacts [4] . Thus, it is very unlikely that VQM proposed for compression-related distortions would be efficient for predicting the quality of sequences produced using synthesized views.
B. Impact of Navigation Scan-Path on Perceived Quality: Free Navigation vs. Predefined Trajectories
Immersive media technologies offer the users more freedom to explore the content allowing more interactive experiences than with traditional media. These new possibilities introduce the observers' behavior as an important factor for the perceived quality [4] .
Given the fact that each observer can explore the content differently, two approaches can be adopted to practically study this factor: 1) let the observers navigate the content freely; 2) let the observer watch the sequences in a form of certain pre-defined navigation trajectories. By employing the first approach, one could obtain a common trajectory according to all the observers' data. However, this common trajectory does not necessarily represent the critical one that will stress the system to the worse case. Moreover, if observers are allowed to navigate freely during the test, it will become a new factor that increases the variability of the mean opinion score (MOS), despite observer's variability in forming a quality judgment. As a result, more observers are likely to be required to obtain MOS that can distinguish one system from another with statistical significance. The second approach (predefined trajectories) is not affected by this trajectory-source of variability but comes with the challenge of selecting the 'right' trajectory. In case of system benchmark, one could define 'right' trajectory as the most critical one or the weakest link, e.g. the one leading to the lowest perceived quality. Nevertheless, there is a good chance that this trajectory-effect is highly dependent on content, some being more sensitive than some others to the choice of trajectory. Identifying the impact of navigation trajectory among different viewpoints on perceived quality for a given content is then of particular interest. Thus, it may be useful to know how navigation affects the visual experience and which are the 'worst' trajectories for the system, to carry out quality evaluations of the performance of the system under study in the most stressful cases. Consequently, the availability of computational tools to select the critical trajectories would be extremely useful.
C. Contribution
Based on the discussion above, there are two main research questions in this paper, including 1) what are the impacts of navigation trajectories on perceived quality; 2) if trajectory affects quality, how to develop an objective metric to indicate the 'worst' trajectory. To answer these two questions, the contribution of this paper is twofold. Firstly, a subjective test is conducted to study the impact of the exploration trajectory on perceived quality in FVV application scenarios, containing compression and view-synthesis artifacts. In this sense, the concept of Hypothetical Rendering Trajectory (HRT) is introduced. Also, the annotated database obtained from this test is released for research purposes in the field. Secondly, a full-reference Sketch-Token-based Video Quality Assessment Metric (ST-VQM) is proposed by quantifying to what extent the classes of contours change due to view synthesis. This metric is capable of predicting if sequences based on a given trajectory are of higher/lower quality than sequences based on other trajectories, with respect to subjective scores.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, an overview of the state-of-the-art in terms of subjective and objective quality evaluation in relation with FVV scenarios is presented and discussed. In Section III, the details of the subjective experiment are described, while Section V introduces the proposed VQA metric based on mid-level descriptor. The experimental results from the subjective experiment and the performance evaluation of the proposed objective metric are presented in Section IV and Section VI. Finally, conclusions are given in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Subjective Studies
Although the development of technical aspects related to FTV has been addressed already for some years, the subjective evaluation of the QoE of such systems is still an open issue [7] . As previously mentioned, the majority of the existing studies have been carried out using conventional screens and limiting the interactivity of the users by showing some representative content or predefined trajectories simulating the movement of the observers [8] . In FVV systems, this is especially the case given the limited access to SMV or light-field displays, since only a few prototypes are already available. Nevertheless, it is worth noting the preliminary subjective study that Dricot et al. [9] carried out a considering coding and view-synthesis artifacts using a light-field display.
In addition to compression techniques, the evaluation and understanding of view-synthesis algorithms is crucial for the successful development of FTV applications and is still an open issue [4] . In this sense, some works that were carried out with previous technologies (e.g., multi-view video), should be taken into account in the study of the effects of view-synthesis in current FTV applications. Firstly, Bosc et al. [10] - [12] carried out subjective studies to evaluate the visual quality of synthesized views using DIBR. In these studies, the quality performance of view synthesis was evaluated through different ways, such as: a) the quality of synthesized still images [10] , b) the quality of videos showing a synthesized view of Multi-View plus Depth (MVD) video sequences [11] , and c) video sequences showing a smooth sweep across the different viewpoints of a static scene [12] . These different approaches are represented in Fig. 1 , showing that the first approach only considers spatial DIBR-related artifacts, the second approach considers also temporal distortions within the synthesized view, and the third approach considers spatial DIBR-related artifacts of all the views. To complete the evaluation, another use case should consider the use of view-sweep over the views in video sequences, as depicted in Fig. 1 (d) (i.e., generating videos in which a sweep across the different viewpoints is shown, as if the observer was moving his head horizontally). This approach has been recently adopted in subjective studies with SMV [8] , which were carried out to study different aspects of this technology, such as smoothness in view transitions and comfortable view-sweep speed [13] , and the impact of coding artifacts [14] . MPEG has adopted this type of alternative for their current standardization activities regarding the evaluation of compression techniques for FTV [3] .
Furthermore, as a result from subjective tests, the availability of appropriate datasets is a crucial aspect for the research on both subjective and objective quality. Especially for supporting the development of objective quality metrics, databases containing suitable stimuli (images/videos) annotated with results from subjective tests are essential. Some efforts have been already made to publish datasets containing free-viewpoint content [7] and some results of the aforementioned subjective tests [10] - [12] , [15] , [16] . Nevertheless, none of these datasets have considered the effect of content adapted trajectories in the "view-sweeping along time" scenario.
B. Objective Metrics
Some image quality metrics have been recently proposed especially designed to handle view-synthesis artifacts. For instance, Battisti et al. [17] proposed a metric based on statistical features of wavelet sub-bands. Furthermore, considering that using multi-resolution approaches could increase the performance of image quality metrics, Sandić-Stanković et al. [18] , [19] proposed to use morphological wavelet decomposition, and multi-scale decomposition based on morphological pyramids. Later, the reduced version of these two metrics was presented in [20] claiming that PSNR is more consistent with human judgment when calculated at higher morphological decomposition scales.
All the aforementioned metrics are limited to quality assessment of synthesized static images, so they do not explicitly consider temporal distortions that may appear in videos containing synthesized views. Thus, some ad-hoc video metrics have been proposed. For instance, Zhao and Yu [21] proposed a measure which calculates temporal artifacts that can be perceived by observers in the background regions of the synthesized videos. Similarly, Ekmekcioglu et al. [22] proposed a video quality measure using depth and motion information to take into account where the degradations are located. Moreover, another video metric was recently introduced by Liu et al. [15] considering the spatio-temporal activity and the temporal flickering that appears in synthesized video sequences. However, the aforementioned video quality measures are able to predict the impact of view-synthesis degradations comparing videos corresponding with one single view (as represented in Fig. 1(b) ). In other words, switching among views (resulting from the possible movement of the viewers) and related effects (e.g., inconsistencies among views, geometric flicker along time and view dimensions, etc. [7] ) are not addressed. Hanhart et al. [5] evaluated the performance of state-of-the-art quality measures for 2D video in sequences generated by view-sweep [12] (as depicted in Fig. 1(c) ), thus considering view-point changes, and reported low performance of all measures in predicting the perceptual quality. Therefore, an efficient objective video quality measure able to deal with the "view-sweeping along time" scenario is still needed.
III. SUBJECTIVE STUDY OF THE IMPACT OF TRAJECTORY ON PERCEIVED QUALITY
As described in the introduction, the first research question of this paper is to identify the impact of the navigation trajectory among different viewpoints on the perceived quality taking contents into account. To this end, a subjective study was conducted by designing content related trajectories. A video quality database for FVV scenarios was built, including both compression and view-synthesis artifacts. It contains the scores from the subjective assessment test described in the following subsections. The videos in this database are generated by simulating exploring trajectories that the observers may use in real scenarios, which are set by the Hypothetical Rendering Trajectory (HRT), defined in the following subsection. This database is named as 'Image, Perception and Interaction group Free-viewpoint Video Database' (IPI-FVV). 1
A. Hypothetical Rendering Trajectory
A commonly used naming convention for subjective quality assessment studies was provided by the Video Quality Experts Group [23] , including: SRC (i.e., source or original sequence), HRC (i.e., Hypothetical Reference Circuit or processing applied to the SRC to obtain the test sequences, such as compression techniques), PVS (i.e., Processed Video Sequence or the resulting test sequence from applying an HRC to a SRC). In the context of FN, one should reflect another dimension of the system under test related to the interactivity part (e.g., the use of exploration trajectories in quality evaluation of immersive media). Towards this goal, we introduce the term Hypothetical Rendering Trajectories (HRT), to reference the simulated exploration trajectory that is applied to a PVS for rendering. It is worth mentioning the generality of this term is applicable to all immersive media from multi-view video to VR, AR, point clouds, and light fields [24] .
B. Test Material
Three different SMV sequences were used in our study: Champagne Tower (CT), Pantomime (P) [25] , and Big Buck Bunny Flowers (BBBF) [26] , which were selected among the only four available dense FVV sequences according to [26] (the remaining one has not been used due to its similarity with BBBF). These sequences were also selected as test materials in [3] . Unlike the contents selected in previous studies [11] , [12] , [27] , [28] , these contents have at least 80 original views, which make possible to generate reference sequences that mimic navigations among different views (by using the original videos, synthesized views could be then compared with actual camera view in the same location). Description of the three SMV sequences are summarized in Table I . For each of the 3 SRC sequences, 20 HRCs were selected, covering 5 baseline distances (B), and 4 rate-points (RP). In addition, 2 HRTs were also included to generate 120 PVSs. To select these test conditions, in addition to the restrictions of the duration of a subjective test, a pretest with seven expert viewers was carried out and details on this selection are given in the following subsections.
1) Camera Configuration: For each source sequence (SRC), five stereo baseline values, as summarized in Table I , were selected in the test including the setting S B 0 without using synthesized views. The baseline is measured based on the camera distances/gaps between left and right real views. Here, B i represents the stereo baseline distances that were settled to generate the synthesized virtual views, where i is the number of synthesized views between two real views. For instance, for camera setting S B 4 in the upper part of Fig. 2 , using each pair of views captured by original cameras (indicated by two closest black cameras in the figure) as left and right references, 1 The dataset can be downloaded from: ftp:\\ ftp.ivc.polytech.univ-nantes. fr\LS2N_IPI_FVV\ [8] and [13] where the black cameras represent the sequences taken with real original cameras while the white ones indicate the synthesized view using the original ones as reference; 2) The lower part of the figure is the camera configuration in our experiment, the deep blue camera represents the encoded/transmitted sequence taken from the corresponding original camera while the lighter blue ones indicate the synthesized ones using the encoded ones as reference.
four virtual views were synthesized in-between. In this case, the baseline distance is four, denoted as B 4 . Fig. 2 illustrates the baseline setting for synthesized views generation in the subjective study. For example, in the lower part of Fig. 2 , for S R P 1 B 4 , between each two transmitted encoded views, four virtual synthesized views were generated.
2) 3D-HEVC Configuration: In our experiment, HTM 13.0 in 3D High Efficiency Video Coding (3D-HEVC) mode was used to encode all the views of the three selected SMV sequences. However, as there are no ground truth depth maps for the selected contents [26] , estimated depth maps were used instead of the encoded depth maps. These encoded views along with the selected original views are used as the reference views in the following synthesis process, which are also named as 'anchors'. The configuration of the 3D-HEVC encoder recommended in [3] was adopted in the experiment. Specifically, in this experiment, taking into account the contents and the limitations of the duration of subjective experiment tests, three rate-points (from the four rate-points selected by the MPEG community [29] ) were considered for each SRC according to the results of the pretest to cover the full quality range. As summarized in Table I , for each content, the original sequences without compression are also included in the experiment (denoted as R P 0 ).
3) Depth Maps and Virtual Views Generation: In this paper, reference software tools were used for the preparation of the synthesized views, including Depth Estimation Reference Software (DERS) and View Synthesis Reference Software (VSRS), which have been developed throughout the MPEG-FTV video coding exploration and standardization activities. To generate virtual views with reference sequences taken by real cameras, depth maps and related camera parameters are needed. For sequences 'CT' and 'P', since original depth maps were not provided, DERS (version of 6.1) was used to generate depth map for each corresponding view. For synthesized views-generation, the version 4.1 of VSRS was applied. Relative parameters were set as recommended in [30] and [31] for each corresponding content. The baseline distances used in the test for each content are shown in Table I , which were selected after analyzing the results of the pretest (where ten baselines were considered for each content, from B 0 to B 18 with steps of two), aiming at obtaining a good distribution of quality levels and taking into account the limitations on the duration of the subjective test sessions. 4) Navigation Trajectory Generation: One of the purposes of this subjective experiment was to check whether semantic contents of the videos and how the navigation trajectories among views will affect the perceived quality. Therefore, different HRTs were considered in this study, generating sweeps that focus more on important objects, since human visual system tends to attach greater interest on 'Regions of Interest' (ROI) that contain important objects [32] . Specifically, three different types of HRTs were considered initially and evaluated in the pretests: 1) first scanning from the left-most to the right-most views to observe the overall contents in the video, then scanning back to the views that contain the main objects and looked left and right around the central views that contains the object several times; 2) first scanning from the left-most to the right-most views to observe the overall contents in the video, then scanning back to the views that contain the main objects and finally stay in the central view that contains the main object; and 3) scanning from the left-most to the right-most views and scanning back to the leftmost until the sequence played completely (as in [3] and [8] ). Each type of HRT was evaluated using two velocities (i.e., six configurations in total) to obtain appropriate view transitions in terms of smoothness and speed avoiding, undesired artifacts for the test (e.g., jerkiness). Then, two HRTs were finally selected for the test denoted with T 1 and T 2 as represented in Fig. 3 : one of the first type aforementioned at 1 frame per view (fpv), and another of the second type at 2 fpv. The main reasons behind this selection are: 1) human observers may pay more attention and even stop navigating to observe targeted objects in the video; 2) according to the pretest results, sequences that are in form of T 1 and T 2 obtain the highest and lowest MOS scores correspondingly, which are in line with the goal of this study to verify the impact of trajectories on perceived quality so that the system could be better designed/improved for the worst cases.
C. Test Methodology
The methodology of Absolute Category Rating with hidden reference (ACR-HR) [33] was adopted for the subjective experiment. Thus, the observers watched sequentially the test videos, and after each one, they provided a score using the five-level quality scale. For this, an interface with adjectives representing the whole scale was shown until the score was provided, and then, the next text video was displayed. Also, it is worth noting that each test video was shown only once and the test videos were shown to each observer in different random orders. At the beginning of the test session, an initial explanation was given to the participants indicating the purpose and how to accomplish the test. Then, a set of training videos was shown to the observers to familiarize them with the test methodology and the quality range of the content. The entire session for each observer lasts for around 30 minutes.
D. Environment and Observers
The test sequences were displayed on a professional screen TVLogic LVM401W, using a high-performance computer. Observers were provided with a tablet connected to the displayed computer for voting. The test room was set up according to the ITU recommendation BT.500 [34] , so the walls were covered by gray-color curtains and the lighting conditions were regulated accordingly to avoid annoying reflections. Also, a viewing distance of 3H (H being the height of the screen) was chosen.
There were totally 33 participants in the subjective test, including 21 females and 12 males, with ages varying from 19 to 42 (average age of 24). Before the test, the observers were screened for correct visual acuity and color vision using the Snellen chart and Ishihara test, respectively, and all of them reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision. After the subjective test, the obtained scores were screened (to reject invalid or unreliable observers from further analysis) according to the procedure recommended by the ITU-R BT.500 [34] and the VQEG [23] . As a result after this screening, four observers were removed.
IV. SUBJECTIVE EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The results of the subjective tests are shown in Fig. 4 , where each sub-graph represents the MOS values with confidence intervals [34] for each content. Apart from MOS, the differential mean opinion score (DMOS) is also provided along with the database, computed from the hidden references according to [33] . As required for a quality dataset, the MOS values are well distributed covering almost the whole rating scale. In order to verify whether different Baselines (B), Rate-Points (RP) and, specially, virtual Trajectories (T) have significant impacts on perceived quality, a three-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) [35] was performed, so it is possible to check the main effects and the interaction effects (i.e., whether the effect of one variable depends on the value of another variable). The results of the ANOVA analysis are summarized in Table II , where 'SQ' represents the sum of squares due to each factor, 'DF' represents the degrees of freedom associated with each source, 'MS' represents the Mean Squares for each factor (i.e., the ratio SQ/DF), 'F' represents the F-statistic (which is the ratio of the mean squares), and finally, the 'p-value' is the corresponding probability value, which allows to know if the analyzed effects are statistically significant. In particular, a significance level of 95% was considered, so statistical significance is shown when a given 'p-value' is lower than 0.05.
From the results of this test and the results shown in Fig. 4 , the following main conclusions could be drawn:
• For the same configuration (i.e., baseline, rate-point and trajectory), the quality scores obtained with different contents are significantly different. • The effects of view-synthesis and compression artifacts are obvious, as shown when considering how the perceived quality changes with only baseline (for a given RP), or with only bitrate (fixing the baseline). The accumulation of the effects can be also observed in the scores for the tests sequences with combined degradations. • The three considered factors (baselines, rate-points, and trajectories), have a significant impact on the perceived quality ( p − value = 0 for B and R P, and p − value = 0.038 for T ). • In terms of interaction between the considered factors, the interaction between baseline distance and coding quality has a significant effect on the MOS scores ( p − value = 0), as expected. In the following, a more detailed analysis of the impact of the trajectory on perceived quality is provided:
1) The averaged MOS values (averaged contents 'CT', 'P', 'BBBF' and conditions) of sequences in form of T 2 is smaller than the one of T 1 . Apart from the ANOVA test, to further confirm the impact of the trajectory on the perceived quality, the database is divided into two sets according to in which trajectory the sequences are generated (i.e., sequence with T 1 and with T 2 ). A t-test was also conducted comparing two sets containing: 1) the MOS values for each configuration of baseline and rate-point for all contents in form of T 1 , and 2) the corresponding MOS values in form of T 2 . The t-test process is illustrated in Fig. 5 (a) . According to the result, there is a significant difference between the quality of these two sets, thus between T 1 and T 2 . 2) Certain contents are more sensitive to certain trajectories. To further check whether the impact of certain trajectories depend on the content of the sequences, another t-test was conducted. More specifically, for each content, pairs of sequences generated with the same baseline and rate-point but different trajectory are first considered. Then, the t-test was conducted by taking the individual subjective scores (opinion scores from all the observers) of each pair of these sequences as input. The procedure of the T-test is depicted in Fig. 5 . According to the t-test result, for content 'CT', 50% of the pairs are of significantly different perceived quality. However, for content 'CT' and 'BBBF', only around 10% of pairs are of significantly different quality. It is proven that the impact of the trajectory on quality is content dependent.
In other words, the 'extreme trajectory' of videos with different contents may be different. 3) Whether the quality of a sequence in form of one trajectory is higher than another depends also on the quality range (in terms of baseline and rate-point setting). Results of the t-test taking individual subjective score of each trajectory pair (as illustrated in Fig. 5 ) as input also shows that, for content 'CT' videos in form of T 2 are of better quality than the ones in T 1 when quality is higher than a certain threshold (smaller baseline or smaller rate-point) and vice versa. For example, for content 'CT' with rate-points larger than R P 2 , the sequences in form of T 1 is better than the one with T 2 . In conclusion, it is confirmed by the subjective study that there is an impact on the perceived quality from navigation trajectory. It is found that content related trajectory is able to stress the system one step further for a more extreme situation. Therefore, image/video objective metrics that are able to indicate that sequences in form of one trajectory are of better quality than others are required to better push the system to its limit according to the contents. To fill out this need, a video quality metric is introduced in the next section.
V. VIDEO QUALITY MEASURE FOR FREE VIEWPOINT VIDEOS
An objective quality measure that could provide more robust indication of the quality for a given HRT is required. Towards this goal, a full-reference Sketch-Token-based Video Quality Measure (ST-VQM) is proposed to quantify the change of structure. 'Sketch-Token' (ST) [36] model is a bag-of-words approach training a dictionary for representing the contours with contour's categories. Considering the fact that: 1) content related trajectory is able to stress the system, 2) content is related to structure, and 3) geometric distortions are the most annoying degradations that interrupt structure introduced by view synthesis, the main idea of the proposed method is to assess the quality of the navigation videos by quantifying to what extent the classes of contours change due to view synthesis, compression and transition among views. It is an extended version of our previous work [37] (a quality measure for image) to cope with the FVV scenario. In this version, the complex registration stage is replaced by local regions selection, and an ST-based temporal estimator is incorporated to quantify temporal artifacts.
The improved video quality metric consists of two parts, including a spatial metric ST-IQM, as shown in Fig. 6 , and a temporal metric ST-T, as shown in Fig. 7 . Details of each part are given in the following subsections.
A. Sensitive Region Selection Based on Interest Points Matching and Registration
Sensitive region selection is important for the later evaluation of the quality of DIBR-based synthesized views mainly for the following reasons: 1) Instead of uniform distortions distributed equally throughout the entire frame, synthesized views contains mainly local nonuniform geometric distortion. 2) Distortions distributed around the region of interest are less tolerable for human observers than a degradation located at an inconspicuous area [38] . Meanwhile, 'poor' regions are more likely to be perceived by humans in an image with more severity than the 'good' ones. Thus images with even a small number of 'poor' regions are penalized more gravely.
3) Global and local shifting of objects introduced by DIBR
algorithms is a big challenge for point to point metrics like PSNR due to the mismatched correspondences. Interest point-based descriptors,like Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [39] , are local feature detectors frequently used in tasks like object detection. SURF reveals image's local properties and local shape information of objects are good candidates for selecting important local regions where DIBR local geometric artifacts could appear. Furthermore, later interest-point matching can also be useful to compensate for consistent 'Shift of Objects' artifacts which are, to some extent, acceptable for the human visual system.
The process of sensitive regions selection is summarized by the red dash bounding box in Fig. 6 . First SURF F ori and F syn points are extracted in respectively both original I ori and synthesized frames I syn . Then, matching SURF points between the two frames are achieved by using an approximate feature-matching approach, based on priority search of multiple hierarchical clustering trees proposed in [40] (the original frame being considered as the reference for this matching process). Pairs of interest points that have significantly different x and y values are discarded, being considered as not plausible matched regions from the synthesis process. The patches P ori , P syn centered at the corresponding matched SURF points in synthesized and original images are then considered. The size of these patches is set as 35 × 35 to match ST formalism as introduced by [36] (see next section). The matching relation for all patches is encoded in a matching matrix M match (x r , y r ) = (x m , y m ), where (x r , y r ) is the coordinate of the SURF point of the patch of the reference frame and (x m , y m ) is the coordinate of its matched SURF point of the patch in the synthesized frame.
To illustrate the capability of SURF for selecting sensitive regions, one example is presented in Fig. 6 (e) . The error maps are generated with the synthesized and the reference images as introduced in [18] . The darker the region the more distortions it contains, as shown in the top part of the dashed bounding green box in Fig. 6 (e) . The red bounding box represents the sensitive regions as extracted by the proposed process. It can be observed that, as desired, the majority of regions containing severe local distortions are well identified by this process.
B. Sketch-Token Based Spatial Dissimilarity
Structures convey critical visual information and are beneficial to scene understanding, particularly the fine structures (edge) and main structures (contour) [41] , [42] . Considering the process for synthesizing virtual views by DIBR methods, the key target is to transfer the occluded regions (mainly occurred at the contour of the foreground objects) in the original view to be visible in the virtual view. Measuring the variations occurred at the contours is highly related to the degradation of image quality in that use case. Consequently, a method that correctly encodes contours would be a good candidate. The local edge-based mid-level features called 'Sketch Token' [36] has been proposed to capture and encode contour boundaries. It is based on the idea that the structure in an image patch can be described as a linear combination of 'contour' patches from a universal codebook (trained once for all).
In Lim et al. work [36] , to train the codebook of contour patches, human subjects were asked to draw sketches as structural contours for each image in a training set. A total of 151 classes of sketch token were formed by clustering 35 × 35 pixels patches from the labeled training set. After extracting a set of low-level features from the patches, random decision forests model was adopted to train 150 contour classifiers for the contours within patches. Each output of every trained contour classifier is the likeliness p i of the existence of one correspondence contour i in the patch. The 151 th category is for patches that do not contain any structural contours (e.g. patches with only smooth texture). One can calculate p 151 with 1 − i∈ (1, 150) p i , since i∈ (1, 151) 
Finally, the output of these 151 classifiers are concatenated to form the ST vector so that with a given pixel (x, y), the corresponding patch can be represented as V (x, y) = ( p 1 , p 2 , ..., p 151 ) and the set of classifiers as the universal codebook.
In our metric, we extract the ST vectors V ori and V syn for each patches P ori and P syn of the matched SURF points pairs in matching matrix M match . The dissimilarity between each matched contour vectors V ori and V syn is then computed. As the vectors contain probability with the sum of all the p i equals to 1, we propose to use Jensen-Shannon divergence as a dissimilarity measure which presents the advantages to be bounded as opposed to the original Kullback-Leibler divergence. The dissimilarity between the matched patches centering at (x r , y r ) and (x m , y m ) respectively is then calculated as
Where A = 1 2 (V ori (x r , y r ) + V syn (x m , y m )), and D K L D is the Kullback-Leibler divergence defined as
In order to amplify error regions with larger dissimilarity, the Minkowski distance measure is used as pooling strategy across sensitive regions. The spatial part of the proposed metric ST-IQM is then defined as
Where N is the total number of matched SURF points in the frame and β is a parameter corresponds to the β − nor m defining the L β vector space.
C. Sketch Token Based Temporal Dissimilarity
Sweeping between views introduces and amplifies specific temporal artifacts including flickering, temporal structure inconsistency and so on. Among them, temporal structure inconsistency is usually the most sensitive artifact for human observers since it is usually located around important moving objects and is more obvious to notice compared to other temporal artifacts.
To quantify temporal structure inconsistency, we further compute the dissimilarity score between each pair of continuous frames using the proposed Sketch-Token model introduced in section V-B. In the previous section, ST-IQM was used to quantify the difference of structure organization between two images (original purpose of this framework). It can also be used to encode and describe how structures are evolving from one frame to another along a given sequence. Temporal structure changes as observed in FVV should affect this description. This idea is exploited to refine the quality estimation in case of FVV in order to capture temporal inconsistency. Fig. 7 is a diagram explaining how the Sketch Token based temporal distortion is calculated. More specifically, for each pair of continuous frames of a sequence S, f i and f i+1 , one can compute ST − I QM( f i , f i+1 ) using equation (3) . A vector V tem can be formed considering all frames of the sequence (each component of the vector corresponding to ST − I QM( f i , f i+1 )). We define the Sketch Token based temporal dissimilarity (ST-T) between the original and the synthesized sequences as the Euclidean distance between the two temporal vectors of the original and the synthesized sequence:
where E D(·) is the Euclidean distance function.
D. Pooling
With the spatial Sketch Token based score (ST-IQM) and the temporal Sketch Token based score (ST-T), it is desirable to combine them to produce an overall score. The final quality score of a synthesized sequence is defined as:
where w S , w T are two parameters used to balance the relative contributions of the spatial and temporal scores with a bias term γ . The selection and the influence of the related parameters will be given in section VI. 
VI. EXPERIMENT RESULTS OF THE PROPOSED ST-VQM
The IPI-FVV database described in section III is adopted for the evaluation of the objective measures' performance. For comparison, only image/video measures designed for quality evaluation of view-synthesis artifacts are tested, since commonly used metrics fail to quantify geometric distortions [15] , [17] , [18] , [20] . To compare the performances of the proposed measure with the state of the art, we firstly used the common criteria of computing Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC), Spearman's rank order correlation coefficient (SCC) and root mean squared error (RMSE) between the subjective scores and the objective ones (after applying a non-linear mapping over the measures) [23] . In the case of image quality measures, their corresponding spatial objective scores are first calculated frame-wise, and the final object score is computed by averaging the spatial scores.
The overall results are summarized in Table III and the best performance values are marked in bold. As it can be observed from Table III , ST-VQM, Liu-VQM are the two best performing metrics, with PCC equal to 0.9509 and 0.9286, correspondingly. To analyze if the differences between those values are significant, the F-test based on the residual difference between the predicted objective scores and the subjective DMOS values as described in [15] is employed. More specifically, the residual
Then the variance of the two residuals are computed (i.e.,
ratio is obtained according to the samples size and the significant level, i.e., 95% in this paper), which indicates that our proposed metric significantly outperform the second best performing metric (Liu-VQM). As it can be observed, the performance of the image metrics, including MW-PSNR and MP-PSNR, is very limited, which can be due to: 1) they over-penalize the consistent shifting artifacts, and 2) these measures do not take temporal distortions into account.
As it has been verified in the subjective test results, navigation scan-paths affect the perceived quality. Therefore, it is important for an objective metric to point out whether the perceived quality using a given trajectory is better than using other trajectories. As thus, the metric can be used to evaluate the limit of the system in worse navigation situations. To this end, the Krasula performance criteria [43] , [44] is used to assess the ability of objective measures to estimate whether one trajectory is better than another with the same rate-point and baseline configurations in terms of perceived quality. Pairs of sequences generated with the same configurations but in form of T 1 and T 2 in the dataset are selected to calculate the area under the ROC curve of the 'Better vs. Worse' categories (AUC-BW), area under the ROC curve of the 'Different vs. Similar' category (AUC-DS), and percentage of correct classification (CC) (see [43] and [44] for more details). More specifically, since pairs are collected in form of (T 1 , T 2 ) with other parameters fixed, if one metric obtain higher AUC-BW, it shows more capability to indicate that sequences with certain trajectory are better/worse than with another. Similarly, if the metric obtains higher AUC-DS, then it can better tell whether the quality of sequences in form of one trajectory is different/similar to the ones in form of another trajectory. As it can be observed in the results are reported in Table IV , the proposed metric obtain the best performance in terms of the three evaluation measures. It is proven that the proposed ST-VQM is able to quantify temporal artifacts introduced by views switch. More importantly, ST-VQM is the most promising metric in telling sequence generated in form of which trajectory is of better quality than the others.
A. Selection of Parameters
It would be desirable that the performance of a VQM does not vary significantly with a slight change of the parameters. In this section, an analysis of the selection of the parameter of the proposed metric is presented. In order to properly select w S , w T and γ in equation (5), as well as to check the performance dependency of the parameters, a 1000 times cross-validation is conducted. More specifically, the entire database is separated into a training set (80%) and testing set (20%) 1000 times, and the most frequently occurred value will be selected for the corresponding parameter. Before the validation test, we first multiply ST -I QM by 10 10 and ST -T by 10 5 so that the difference between the corresponding parameter w S , w T will be smaller making easier for latter visualization (it has to be pointed out that this operation does not change the performance). The values of the three parameters with the corresponding PCC value across of 1000 times cross-validation are shown in Fig. 8 (d) . It can be observed that both the values of the three parameters and the performance do not change significantly throughout 1000 times, which verifies the fact that the performance of the metric does not change dramatically along with the modification of the parameters. Fig. 8 (a)-(b) depicts the histograms of frequencies of the three parameters' values relatively. As it can be seen that w S = 0.28, w T = −0.43 and γ = 3.26 are the three most frequent value among 1000 times. They are thus selected and fixed for reporting the final performance in Table III and  Table IV . The mean value of PCC, SROCC, and RMSE of the proposed metric across the 1000 times is 0.9513, 0.9264 and 0.2895 correspondingly, which are close to the performance values reported in Table III with the selected configuration.
Subsequently, the performance dependency of the proposed algorithm on the exponent variable β in equation (3) and the distance approaches has been reported and examined in [37] . Therefore, in this paper, the same β = 4 and the Jensen Shannon divergence are selected.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, aiming at better quantifying the specific distortions in sequences generated for FVV systems, both subjective and objective analyses have been conducted. On one side, in the subjective study, different configurations of compression and view-synthesis have been considered, which are the two main sources of degradations in FVV. In addition, following the approach of using simulating navigation trajectories that the users of immersive media may employ to explore the content, two different trajectories (referred as Hypothetical Rendering Trajectories) have been used to study their impact on the perceived quality. Knowing these possible effects may help on the identification of critical trajectories that may be more suitable to carry out quality evaluation studies related to the benchmark of systems in the worst cases. Also, it must be pointed out that the sweeps generated in this test focus more on views that contain regions of interest (e.g., moving objects) in videos since human observers are more interested in them and even stop navigating after these regions show up. By analyzing the subjective results, we find that the way of how the trajectories are generated does affect the perceived quality. Furthermore, the dataset generated for the subjective tests (called IPI-FVV), along with the obtained subjective scores is made available for the research community in the field. On the other side, in the objective study, a Sketch-Token-based VQA metric is proposed by checking how the classes of contours change between the reference and the degraded sequences spatially and temporally. The results of the experiments conducted on IPI-FVV database has shown that the performance of proposed ST-VQM is promising. More importantly, ST-VQM is the best performing metric in predicting if sequences based on a given trajectory are of higher/lower quality than sequences based on other trajectories, with respect to subjective scores. Finally, in the future, 1) related subjective and objective studies and datasets will be extended considering more contents and applications (e.g., more SMV contents, light field and virtual/augmented reality scenarios), 2) ST-VQM will be improved as no reference metric.
